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Where learning has a purpose

Residential Program @ BHIS K makes a flying start!!
Our young Billabongers enjoyed a home away from home environment in our
campus as part of the Residential Program of BHIS K. Aimed at grooming dynamic leaders
of tomorrow, the program had a multitude of interesting activities that kept our
students merrily on their toes till the time they called it a day. Their mornings were a
refreshing mix of mild exercises, cycling and karate. This rejuvenated them the whole
day while their evenings were enlivened with coaching in Football, Volleyball and
Musical Instruments. Apart from fun and games in the evening, our in-house teachers
also ensured that there was ample focus on academics. Delicious meals from the school
canteen coupled with the exceptional care accorded by the program facilitators kept the
young ones happy and contented. A Grooming Workshop by our Residential Manager
honed their awareness vis-a-vis relevant matters. The week long residence of the
Billabongers culminated with a pep talk by our Students Counselor Ms.Krisheela Jaison
and the students went back home for the weekend.

Dear Parents we encourage you all to visit our residential students during the
week and encourage them to build the camaraderie that will last them many years to
come.

Students love lessons that have a
storyboard. Our fourth graders
brainstormed the concepts in ICT by
writing in 5 key words and a sentence
to describe it. This cool visual aid
helped them summarize their ideas
and present them in a systematic
manner...

The 1st grade karate kids
were jam-packed with boxing
skills as they displayed their
strength by punching and
kicking their way to martial
arts. Armed with boxing
gloves and a heap load of
martial skills these tiny
boxers, were enthusiastic in
asserting that they are
upcoming boxing champions.

Pranjal of grade 6 seems to have earned
his place in the hall of fame as an expert in
Macromedia flash! To acknowledge his
efforts their ICT teacher had planned a big
surprise along with their Art teacher. An
exclusive Graduation Hat was awarded to
the young champ as he proved his
computing skills and won the ‘fastest fingers’
game.

Treasure Trove of BHIS-K !!
Young Scholars glued to books,
researching on customs & culture of
Africa and their tribes.
These erstwhile Historians know for
sure that "History lies in the hands of
the Historian”. So don't be surprised
if an all-new theory crops up in the
pages of history.

The tiny tots donned their
cooking hats as they decided to bake
some mouth watering cookies for
their friends. The head chef, teacher
and
academic
coordinator
accompanied them as they embarked
on a baking journey. The school
kitchen was filled with the delicious
aroma of the freshly baked cookies
and this was topped off with squeaks
and cheers for achieving a master chef
style cook off.

As an empathy building
exercise, our sixth graders, had an
interesting challenge for them - 'The
Walk in the
project.
The students had an array of random
shoes to choose from. Once they
made their choice, they had to
imagine the life of those shoes and
pen their reflections. It was an
opportunity for our students to hone
their powers of observation and
empathy. Figuratively 'walking' in
those shoes helped them gain
perspective of another person and
explore the quality of empathy.

The harvested memories of the farm visit have
been unloaded at our school! Here are some of the
articles written by our Billabongers… Fresh and
appetizing as it is !!

This teacher was on
cloud nine when she
received a heartfelt note
from her beloved student!!!
An expert teacher than
an experienced one. BHIS-K
is redefining education
indeed!!

